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ALL EYES
Exhibition space design in museums and art galleries is a serious  
challenge for architects. The common trend today is to consider 
these settings - whether they be public or private, permanent or 
temporary - as places where the visitors who see the works and the 
messages they convey need to feel them emotionally, as well as live 
the cultural experience. However, designing lighting for them does 
not simply mean creating an itinerary through the interior architecture 
that fosters the experience; it above all means making sure that all 
eyes are on the exhibited works, since museums and art galleries 
would have no raison d’être without them. 

On THE WORkS Of ART

The Louvre’s Mona Lisa has been illuminated by a special 
LED system since June 2013. Its highly sophisticated optical 
system was designed in conjunction with an expert who is 
now part of the ART Centric Lighting team.
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ART centric Lighting is a collection of lighting fixtures that prioritizes 
the most effective ways of lighting works of art, both from a technical 
and narrative point of view. 

Every artist, when they create a work, transmits a message through 
matter, with its thousand shades of color, its shape, its shadows, its 
surface and its texture. Highlighting the artist’s message and making 
it live in the visitor’s eyes means enhancing the physicalness of the 
work itself, without altering it.

The basic principle behind ART centric Lighting is therefore to 
respect the works of art, and turn them into stars, like actors on a 
stage. Is no coincidence that key members of our design team are 
experts of theatre lighting. The ART centric Lighting products are 
not simply light sources with an elegant, non-invasive design, but 
they are fixtures with professional optics that generate high-quality, 
adjustable light. 

Most of the lights used to illuminate paintings by Van Gogh 
at the art exhibition in Basilica Palladiana in Vicenza, has 
been co-designed by members of our team.
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The technology that ART centric Lighting makes available is the 
result of team work, which brings together precious know-how in 
different fields.

•	 The considerable lighting engineering know how of OSRAm, a 
long-standing manufacturer of bulbs for all kinds of use, and a 
world leader in LED technology. 

•	 The professional skill of ADB Stagelight (an OSRAm business), 
a 100-year-old top supplier of lighting systems for theatres and 
major television studios throughout the world, where the approach 
to lighting design is a mixture of art and technical perfectionism. 

•	 The mastery of a group of experts in the specific field of museum 
lighting, who can boast illuminating both permanent and temporary 
exhibitions of precious modern and ancient works of art.

•	 The innovation capacity of claypaky (an OSRAm business), a 
world leader in digital lighting, automated lighting fixtures, and 
electronic control systems. 

This team of experts has developed a collection of lights that 
combines cutting-edge technology with perfect knowledge of the 
functional and design needs of those who work in museums and 
art galleries. Each light provides a different way of highlighting the 
illuminated object, and - at the same time - sees to ruling out the 
practical inconveniences that are frequently encountered when 
using fittings designed for more general uses.

The team of experts itself is on hand to offer museum curators and 
private collectors of works of art specialist advice, ranging from the 
choice of the most suitable lights for each situation to installation 
design and control systems.

The team also offers design and consulting services to integrate 
the lighting of museum exhibitions into an efficient interconnected 
system, in keeping with the most modern system integration 
requirements.

A TEAm Of ExpERTS, 
WITH UnpARALLELED knOW-HOW, 
On HAnD fOR cURATORS

An international team from OSRAM had worked on the new lighting system of the Sistine Chapel for over 
three years. The team was responsible for the technical equipment and the coordination of the project.
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ART cEnTRIc LIgHTIng 
AnD THE BEnEfITS 
Of LED TEcHnOLOgY
All ART centric Lighting fixtures use LED light sources. This technology is gradually entering museums and art galleries, just as is happening 
throughout the whole lighting world. This replacement, the use of LEDs instead of conventional light sources, is driven by energy saving 
requirements and by the long life of the LEDs that eliminates re-lamping needs.
faced with a precious work of art, with its uniqueness and its historical and cultural value, energy saving and running cost considerations 
may not seem sufficient motivation for the choice. However, LEDs provide many other benefits that make the new LED fixtures better than 
incandescent ones, especially when it comes to lighting works of art.

•	Heat dissipation is much lower and, above all, the heat is not 
directed towards the illuminated object. This, together with the 
lack of ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) emissions, means works of 
art are preserved much better.

•	The small size of the light sources leads to compact units 
with an innovative, much less invasive design. It is much simpler 
to apply every architect’s golden rule: the light source must be 
invisible. 

•	The light emitted can be adjusted in a highly precise way, not 
only as concerns brightness but also color temperature, and even 

color spectrum. This means the original color of the works of art 
can be seen faithfully.

•	The quality of the light emitted is more uniform. 
•	Color temperature and color rendering are perfectly stable 

even when the light intensity is adjusted. 
•	 Thanks to the low light beam temperature, the optical lenses and 

beam shaping devices are much more precise. 
•	Greater flexibility of use and simplicity of installation stem 

from the possibility of modulating the sources and controlling the 
devices in innovative ways, including wireless systems.

The ART centric Lighting range is therefore ideal for illuminating works of art because it not only enhances their aesthetic and emotion-evoking 
characteristics but also preserves their physical integrity so that they last over time. ART centric Lighting is cutting-edge technology that blends 
functional necessities with artistic requirements and the need for perfect preservation.
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ART cEnTRIc LIgHTIng: A cOLLEcTIOn  WITH EVERYTHIng YOU nEED
The lighting techniques used to enhance paintings, frescoes, 
statues or artefacts of any kind are normally very varied. They not 
only depend on the work itself, but also - for instance - on the 
surrounding environment and the choice to illuminate the works 
individually or as part of a set. 
A single kind of luminaire is not enough to cope with such varied 

needs. for this reason the ART centric Lighting collection includes 
a wide range of fixtures, with different powers and various types of 
beam.
The first major division in the range is between units with fixed 
color temperature light sources and units with adjustable color 
temperature (tunable). In each of these two main categories, you 

will find different variants and all the kinds of fixed and adjustable 
optical units you need.
They may be further customized by choosing a different light intensity 
control system. It may be manual (with on-board potentiometer), or 
remote, controlled by cable with DALI signal or wireless via modern 
Bluetooth technology. 

All ART centric Lighting fixtures share the same excellent quality 
materials, strict compliance with safety regulations, use of 
professional optical systems, attention to assembly details, and 
ease of use and installation. This is all rounded off with a wide range 
of accessories, and various ways of turning the lights on and off.

The ART Centric Lighting showroom in Seriate, Italy

ART CENTRIC LIGHTING
WINNER AT LDI 2018 AS BEST 
DEBUTING PRODUCT IN LIGHTING
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A VARIETY Of mODERn cOnTROL 
SYSTEmS TO mEET EVERY nEED
One of the reasons ART centric Lighting units are perfect for any application is the variety of systems used to control their lighting levels and 
colour temperatures. Each fixture is available in different versions to meet both the needs of the simplest exhibitions, where each light may 
operate individually (as is the case, for example, of art galleries or private collections), and those of more complex exhibitions, where remote 
centralized control is required. Each model features state-of-the-art technical devices, and wireless operation is also among the available options.

Bluetooth (BT) is a wireless transmission standard widely 
used today because it is commonly found in mobile 
phones.  Its success mainly stems from its ease of use. It 
does not require a Wi-fi network, can potentially be used 
anywhere without needing passwords, and does not 
require special devices. ART centric Lighting units may 
be remotely controlled using a smartphone or tablet (with 
Android or Apple operating system) after installing a free 
app called cASAmBI. 

The devices are immediately coupled and it 
is easy to control the lighting parameters of 
each fixture remotely.

Besides the ease of use and modernness 
of the technology, the Bluetooth system 
is particularly suitable for situations where 
the units to be controlled are not easily 
accessible.

The unit parameters (brightness and/or colour temperature) may be 
controlled using a knob on the fixture. It is a highly conventional 
user-friendly control system, which does not require any additional 
devices. However, it is only practical when the unit is installed in an 
easily accessible place, or when you think you will only rarely need 
to change the lighting parameters.

Digital Addressable Lighting Interface, or more simply DALI, is a 
communication protocol designed specifically for digital lighting 
control. It is commonly used for decorative or functional lighting 
systems, where frequent parameter changes are not required and 
there is no need to update the status of lights quickly. The units have 
to be fitted with a special power supply unit so they may be controlled 
using this protocol. An external control device is connected up via 
cable or via an electrified track. You do not have to worry about the 
phase or polarity of the mains voltage.

DALI offers three addressing options: broadcast, group and single 
device, and up to 16 scenes may be stored in the power supply 
units.

Dmx512, often called Dmx for short (Digital multiplex), is a digital 
communication standard used to control multiple lights from a single 
console. It is the system chosen for stage lighting because, besides 
being technically reliable, it also has the advantage of being able to 
control countless parameters, which can change very quickly. The 
user may also program the addresses of each unit using software 
and then quickly reconfigure the system layout, thus avoiding costly 
rewiring.  You also need specially set-up units for Dmx protocol, 
as well as a daisy chain connection network and a special control 
console. Thanks to its versatility, the Dmx standard is also fairly 
successful in museum lighting, especially for extremely complex 
installations, where changes are frequent and the museum can 
count on an expert lighting technician. 

InDIVIDuAL COnTROL Of unITS 
for installations where each individual light may be controlled separately and adjustments are only made occasionally, ART centric Lighting 
offers two control options: up-to-date Bluetooth technology or traditional on-board manual control.

REMOTE CEnTRALIzED COnTROL
museum lighting very often has a central control system, which allows you to control the whole installation or individual lights. These systems 
also allow users to program a certain number of preset scenes. This is a modern approach which simplifies the work of architects and museum 
curators while preparing an exhibition and during its daily management. In this case, the lights and control system are cabled up to each other 
in a network through which the control protocol is transmitted. ART centric Lighting provides two alternative options for museums with this 
need: the DALI system or the Dmx system.

MAnuAL

DMX  512
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AppLAUD  |  Framer + Gobo cHARmY  |  High Performance Variable Beam

OpTIcS: 16°, 24°, 36°
gOBO SIzE: OD: 37.5 mm - ID: 31 mm - THIcknESS: 1 mm
gOBO HOLDER: IncLUDED
4-BLADE fRAmIng SYSTEm

The AppLAUD is an LED SpOT light which not only has a gOBO 
holder, but also a beam shaper. The beam angle is fixed but can 
be selected from the following values: 16, 24 or 36 degrees. It is 
available either with a fixed color temperature light source (2700k, 
3000k, or 4000k) or in a tunable white version (from 2900k to 
5000k). The AppLAUD features remarkable versatility of use, since 
it can be used to illuminate paintings and works of art with a shaped 
beam, to project logos, gobos or images and to illuminate three-
dimensional objects (such as statues) without generating shadows 
in the background. It is available in black or white finishing. 1-2) Lighting precisely framed 

inside the picture frame to give 
greater depth to the painting

The cHARmY is a high performance LED SpOT light featuring an 
optical unit with seamlessly adjustable beam angle, from 18 to 40 
degrees. color temperature can be tuned from 1800k to 5200k. 
The cHARmY has an elegant design, and delivers incomparable 
versatility thanks to its adjustable parameters. It is therefore much 
appreciated in venues where temporary exhibitions or changes are 
frequent. The unit is available in white or customized finishing. 

Adjustable soft lighting on the work

3) Venus de Milo: the statue is 
illuminated using custom-made 
gobos which reproduce the 
outline of the statue

Focusing

Precise, manual framing system

Light Source LED Array

Power Consumption 33W

CCT 
Tunable Range 
1800K - 5200K

CRI ≥95 (from 3200K to 5200K)

LED Luminous Flux 
Min. 2000 lm

Typical 2400 lm

Dimming (all on-board) Manual, DALI, Bluetooth, RDM, DMX

SpEcS TUnABLE WHITE

OpTIcS: VARIABLE fROm 18° TO 40°

Potentiometers on the back of the light to adjust light intensity 
and color temperature

2 3

1

Light Source LED Array COB

Power Consumption 20W 30W

CCT 
Tunable Range 
2800K - 5600K

2700K, 3000K,
4000K

CRI ≥94 ≥97

LED Luminous Flux 
Min. 1000 lm

Typical 1200 lm

Min. 2200 lm (@2700K)
Min. 2250 lm (@3000K)
Min. 2300 lm (@4000K)

Dimming Versions Manual, DALI, Bluetooth Manual, DALI, Bluetooth

SpEcS TUnABLE WHITE fIxED WHITE

Customized 
gobo for statue 
illumination
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ADmIRE  |  Variable Beam 

The ADmIRE is an LED fixture fitted with a SpOT light optical unit 
with seamlessly adjustable beam angle from 12 to 50 degrees. It is 
available either with a fixed color temperature light source (2700k, 
3000k, or 4000k) or in a tunable white version (from 2900k to 5000k). 
The ADmIRE has an elegant design, and features incomparable 
versatility thanks to its adjustable optical unit. It is therefore much 
appreciated in venues where temporary exhibitions or changes are 
frequent. The unit is available in black or white finishing.

OpTIcS: VARIABLE fROm 12° TO 50°

Soft lighting on two similar works, with different color temperatures

Adjustable soft lighting on the work

Vari
ab

le 
zo

om 12
°-5

0°

Light Source LED Array COB

Power Consumption 20W 30W

CCT 
Tunable Range 
2800K - 5600K

2700K, 3000K,
4000K

CRI ≥94 ≥97

LED Luminous Flux 
Min. 1000 lm 

Typical 1200 lm

Min. 2200 lm (@2700K)
Min. 2250 lm (@3000K)
Min. 2300 lm (@4000K)

Dimming Versions Manual, DALI, Bluetooth Manual, DALI, Bluetooth

SpEcS TUnABLE WHITE fIxED WHITE

RESpEcT  |  Spot

OpTIcS: 12°, 18°, 40°, 60° (a kit with all these interchangeable 
lenses is included in each fixture)

The RESpEcT is an LED fixture with SpOT light optical unit, available 
either with a fixed color temperature light source (2700k, 3000k, or 
4000k) or in a tunable white version (from 2900k to 5000k). Both 
versions can be customized with a wide range of fixed beam angles 
(from 12 to 60 degrees). The RESpEcT is compact and particularly 
lightweight (only 1.2 kg / 2.6 lbs). This essential, versatile light may 
be used in a wide variety of situations. It is available in black or white 
finishing.

Light Source LED Array COB

Power Consumption 20W 30W

CCT 
Tunable Range 
2900K - 5000K

2700K, 3000K,   
4000K

CRI ≥94 ≥97

LED Luminous Flux 
Min. 1000 lm

Typical 1200 lm

Min. 2200 lm (@2700K)
Min. 2250 lm (@3000K)
Min. 2300 lm (@4000K)

Dimming Manual, DALI, Bluetooth Manual, DALI, Bluetooth

SpEcS TUnABLE WHITE fIxED WHITE

Many high reflective optics with different light beam openings are available

Soft lighting on the work

Accent lighting on a piece of museum furnishing
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VERSATILE InSTALLATIOn:
TRAck OR cEILIng mOUnTED

fInD YOUR mODEL 
WITH THE AcL 
cOnfIgURATOR 

ART centric Lighting units are configured for track installation as 
standard. Using tracks is perfect for museum lighting since it is easy 
to reposition lights at the end of temporary exhibitions or when the 
layout of the items to be illuminated is changed.  
ART centric Lighting units are supplied complete with power supply 
boxes/connectors compatible with the Stucchi OnETRAck track 
lighting system, which is specifically designed for museum and 
shop lighting.

It is a versatile system, with an essential, elegant design, based 
on the EUROSTAnDARD pLUS® platform which is compatible with 
other systems on the market. There is a variety of models, including 
both H-profile and recessed versions. It is also a multifunctional track 
because it can be integrated with wireless systems and can handle 
audio/video/data network devices without the need for additional 
wiring. further information can be found at www.aagstucchi.it.

There are several parameters which determine 

the best model of ART centric Lighting unit 

for a particular application. The first is the 

quality of the light, i.e. with fixed or adjustable 

colour temperature. The second is the type of 

beam required, i.e. spotlight, shaped beam or 

variable beam. Then there is the best optical 

unit for the projection distance, and the type 

of control system required. Lastly, you have to 

consider the colour of the external casing of 

the unit itself.

To choose the unit you need from among 

the many available, you can use the AcL 

cOnfIgURATOR application available at 

www.art-centric-lighting-com: it will guide 

you step by step in choosing the model that 

best suits your needs.

moreover, if you still have doubts about the 

choice between two or more models, you can 

compare them using the AcL cOmpARATOR 

(available at www.art-centric-lighting-com).

If the units are installed on an existing non-Stucchi track, and it 
is not convenient to replace it, the ART centric Lighting team is 
happy to assess the feasibility of supplying versions with connection 

boxes/adapters compatible with the customer’s needs. 
moreover, a ceiling or wall mounted version is available on request 
for each ART centric Lighting unit.

Standard Track 3 different color finishes available: black, white or aluminium Recessed Track

feature APPLAuD ADMIRE RESPECT

Type framer/gobo Variable Beam Spot

Light Source fixed White LED fixed White LED fixed White LED

Rated power 30W 30W 30W

Luminous flux
2200 lm (@ 2700k)
2250 lm (@ 3000k)
2300 lm (@ 4000k)

2200 lm (@ 2700k)
2250 lm (@ 3000k)
2300 lm (@ 4000k)

2200 lm (@ 2700k)
2250 lm (@ 3000k)
2300 lm (@ 4000k)

ccT Options
2700k
3000k
4000k

2700k
3000k
4000k

2700k
3000k
4000k

cRI ≥97 ≥97 ≥97

LED lifetime 50,000 h 50,000 h 50,000 h

Beam Angle Options 16°, 24°, 36° Variable from 12° to 45° 12°, 18°, 40°, 60°

Weight 2.4 kg (5.2 lbs) 2.1 kg (4.6 lbs) 1.2 kg (2.6 lbs)

power supply 120 - 277 Vac 120 - 277 Vac 120 - 277 Vac

control/Dimming manual, DALI, Bluetooth manual, DALI, Bluetooth manual, DALI, Bluetooth

Standard colors Black, White Black, White Black, White

Dimensions
218 mm x ø83 mm

8.6”x ø3.2”
240-280 mm x ø83 mm

9.4”-11”x ø3.2”
118 mm x ø83 mm

4.6”x ø3.2”

STATUS On request On stock On stock

feature APPLAuD CHARMY ADMIRE RESPECT

Type framer/gobo Variable Beam Variable Beam Spot

Light Source
Tunable White
LED Engine

Tunable White 
LED Engine

Tunable White
LED Engine

Tunable White
LED Engine

Rated power 20W 33W 20W 20W

Luminous flux
min. 1000 lm 

Typical 1200 lm
min. 2000 lm

Typical 2400 lm
min. 1000 lm 

Typical 1200 lm
min. 1000 lm 

Typical 1200 lm

ccT Tunable Range 2800k - 5600k 1800k - 5200k 2800k - 5600k 2800k - 5600k

cRI ≥94
≥95 

(from 3200k to 5200k)
≥94 ≥94

LED lifetime 50,000 h 50,000 h 50,000 h 50,000 h

Beam Angle Options 16°, 24°, 36° Variable from 18° to 50° Variable from 12° to 45° 12°, 18°, 40°, 60°

Weight 2.4 kg (5.2 lbs) 2.1 kg (4.6 lbs) 2.1 kg (4.6 lbs) 1.2 kg (2.6 lbs)

power supply 120 - 277 Vac 84 - 264 Vac 120 - 277 Vac 120 - 277 Vac

control/Dimming manual, DALI, Bluetooth
manual, DALI, BT, RDm, 

Dmx
manual, DALI, Bluetooth manual, DALI, Bluetooth

Standard colors Black, White Black, White Black, White Black, White

Dimensions
218 mm x ø83 mm

8.6”x ø3.2”
209-269 mm x ø121 mm

8.2”-10.6”x ø4.8”
240-280 mm x ø83 mm

9.4”-11”x ø3.2”
118 mm x ø83 mm

4.6”x ø3.2”

STATUS On request On stock On stock On stockA
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ART cEnTRIc LIgHTIng
pHOTOmETRIc
SpEcIfIcATIOnS 

CHARMY

Narrow Wide

RESPECT

12° 18°

ADMIRE

Narrow Wide

APPLAuD

with Shutter without Shutter

40° 60°
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The works of art and exhibited artefacts should be the very centre of 
attention in all museums, art galleries and exhibition halls. 
The ultimate goal of each permanent or temporary exhibition is, 
however, to convey the artist’s or curator’s message to the visitor. 

Therefore, even though visibility and preservation of the works is 
top priority, the lighting system has a more complex communication 
task which, more and more often, aims to trigger emotions.

The ART centric Lighting range has all the technical and functional 
requirements needed to become part of an integrated system, and 
our team of experts can contribute effectively at every design stage. 
They can provide you with the experience they have put together 
in using cutting edge technology at major world events and top 
class shows, where provoking emotional reactions and involving the 
public are the most important goals. 

fROm ART TO mAn, 
fROm mESSAgE 
TO EmOTIOn

Illustrative purpose only Illustrative purpose only

ART Centric Lighting showroom
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WHAT IT TAkES TO cOmpLETE 
YOUR InSTALLATIOn

LExpERT EmpHASY  |  The small spotlight for accent lighting, for projecting gobos and messages of all kinds

LExpERT EmpHASY kREIOS® fRESnEL kREIOS® pROfILE

The small spotlight for accent lighting,
for projecting gobos and messages of 
all kinds

professional lighting solutions for a 
variety of lighting needs

professional lighting solutions for a 
variety of lighting needs

EmpHASY is an LED profile spot designed for highlighting precious 
details and architectural features. In addition it has a gobo-holder 
which allows the sharp projection of images, messages and 
directions.
The unit has built-in electronic control, and is fan-less for total 
silence.
It is the perfect solution for all applications where the fixture cannot be 
hidden and an object or an architectural detail has to be enhanced; 

for instance in museums, art galleries, shop-windows, exhibition 
stands, restaurants, lobbies and other venues.
A manual framing system allows to shape the beam according to 
needs. The lens designed around the LED delivers a precise, sharp, 
perfectly diffused beam. The unit is available in various versions, 
with different beam angles (19°, 26°, 36° or 50°), color temperatures 
(3200k or 5600k), body finishing color (black or white). A Dmx 
version is available.

Light Source LED Array

Power Consumption 36W

CCT 3200K or 3600K

CRI ≥95

Beam Angle Options 19°, 26°, 36°, 50°

Dimming Manual or DMX

Power Supply (Emphasy) 120-277 VAC, 50/60Hz

Power Supply (Emphasy DMX) 90-264 VAC, 50/60Hz

Standard Colors Black, White

Accessories
Gobo holder (included);

Filter frame holder

Gobo pattern
Ø 34mm (1.34”) with a Ø 24mm (0.94”) 

image area

Certifications ETL and CE compliant

SpEcS fIxED WHITE

Emphasy

Emphasy DMX (available on request)

WEIgHT AnD DImEnSIOnS

Dimming controlled via a rotating knob

Enhanced
optical design

Dedicated slot 
for filter frame

Beam shaping system 
and dedicated slot

for gobo holder

285 mm (11.2”)
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137 mm (5.4”)

1.8 Kg (3.9 lbs)

2 Kg (4.4 lbs)

find additional complementary products on the ADB Stagelight website: www.adbstagelight.com
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kREIOS® pROfILE  |  Professional lighting solutions for a variety of lighting needs

Light Source LED Array

Power Consumption max 100W

CCT Warm White

CRI ≥92

LED Lifetime up to 40,000 hrs

Beam Angle Options 20° - 36° Linear Zoom

Dimming Manual or DMX

Power Supply 100-240 VAC, 50/60Hz

Standard Colors Black

Included Accessories Filter Frame, Shutter blades

Accessories Barndoors, Iris, Gobo holder 

Certifications UL and CE compliant

SpEcS fIxED WHITE WEIgHT AnD DImEnSIOnS

kREIOS® fRESnEL  |  Professional lighting solutions for a variety of lighting needs

Light Source LED Array

Power Consumption max 100W

CCT Warm White

CRI ≥92

LED Lifetime up to 40,000 hrs

Beam Angle Options 14° - 77° Linear Zoom

Dimming Manual or DMX

Power Supply 100-240 VAC, 50/60Hz

Standard Colors Black

Included Accessories Filter Frame

Accessories Barndoors

Certifications UL and CE compliant

SpEcS fIxED WHITE WEIgHT AnD DImEnSIOnS

OpTIOnAL AccESSORIES OpTIOnAL AccESSORIES

l
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h

bl

h

bl

l

h

b l b

h

l b

h

KREIOS® PROFILE  

IRIS

KREIOS® PROFILE  

BARNDOORS

KREIOS® PROFILE  

GOBO HOLDER

KREIOS® FRESNEL  

BARNDOORS

274x210x181 mm (LxWxH)
4.6 Kg (10.14 lbs)

404x228x172 mm (LxWxH)
6.95 Kg (15.32 lbs)

w
w

The kREIOS® fRESnEL LED 100W projector, part of the ADB/
OSRAm theatrical range, is the ideal solution when large surfaces 
have to be evenly illuminated also from a long projection distance.
Thanks to its advanced optics, kREIOS® fRESnEL produces 
a smoothly dimmable soft light with traditional tungsten lamp 

simulation. Light intensity can be controlled via Dmx or manually 
through on board devices.
kREIOS® fRESnEL is the ideal solution for washing venues in a 
soft-edged white light wash. It coordinates with barndoors for beam 
shaping.

The kREIOS® pROfILE LED 100W projector, part of the ADB/
OSRAm theatrical range, is the ideal solution when a hard edged 
even beam is needed to evenly illuminate large surfaces or from 
a long projection distance. Thanks to its advanced optics and its 
precise cut-off, kREIOS® pROfILE produces a smoothly dimmable 
glare-free beam, with traditional tungsten lamp simulation. Light 

intensity can be controlled via Dmx or manually through on board 
devices.
kREIOS® pROfILE is the ideal product for spotlighting any 
architectural details, generating patterns and creating crisp-edged 
light. It includes a manual rotating framing shutter with four shutter 
blades.
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Venus de Milo: the statue is illuminated 
through custom-made gobos which 
reproduce the outline of the statue, 
using the same technology featured in 
the ART Centric Lighting.

WINNER AT LDI 2018
AS BEST DEBUTING PRODUCT 
IN LIGHTING

VISIT: www.arT-cenTrIc-lIghTIng.com
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Headquarters & Sales
Via pastrengo, 3/b - 24068 Seriate (Bg), Italy

+39.035.65.43.11 - info@art-centric-lighting.com

www.art-centric-lighting.com  


